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Abstrat
We disuss the possibility to suppress the nonperturbative effets if the very high
multipliity hadron final states are hosen. The theoretial unertainties and possible
experimental measurements are desribed.
1. Very high multipliity (VHM) events are expeted to be produed at the future
experiments at BNL (STAR), Fermilab (CDF), CERN (ATLAS). Then, it is natural to
expet the VHM region to give new important information, whih will be omplementary to
the ongoing investigations and/or unavailable in other than the VHM proess. The studies
of the VHM region have been proposed reently in [1℄ and attrat an inreasing interest in
high energy physis [2, 3, 4, 5℄.
In this Letter, where we briefly onsider the VHM topi in whole, we partiularly empha-
size the related physial quantities expeted to be measured with forthoming experiments.
In this sense, it is ruial to understand experimental abilities of suh measurements, sine
the topologial ross setion, σn, is extremely small (e.g., at TeV energies, σn ≪ 10−7σtot,
ompared to the total ross setion σtot, Fig.1) and ould lead to ertain problems.
A BC

Figure 1: The KNO multipliity distribution, P (n) = σn/σtot. The points are the E735 Tevatron data [6℄.
The rangeA orresponds to the multiperipheral kinematis. The rangeB orresponds to the non-interating,
ideal, gas approximation, n≪ nmax. C is the VHM region.
Started investigations of VHM proesses, one has first of all ask a question: why the mean
multipliity in hadron proesses being energy dependent as ln2(s/m2pi) is muh smaller than
the threshold multipliity value nmax =
√
s/mpi [7℄? Here
√
s is the .m.s. energy and mpi is
the pion mass.
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In the present Letter, we follow the idea [1℄ that the multiple prodution proess ould be
onsidered as a proess of hot tea ooling in a old environment. Then very hot tea ooling in
very old room is analogous to the VHM proess. In that ase, the ooling proess proeeds
"quikly", i.e. any proess obstaled to the ooling flutuations must be suppressed. The
idea that the hadron multiple prodution proess may onsist of various mehanisms has
been onsidered in [8℄.
In the QCD parton piture [9℄ the "fastness" of a proess means that parton deay must
prevail over its dissipation from an interation zone. This is possible if the parton virtuality
|q| is high enough as far as the parton lifetime is ∼ 1/|q|. As a result, the VHM proess
should be hard and, therefore, the fores preventing partile prodution (onfinement) must
be negligible.
Fig.2 shows the longitudinal-transverse momenta phase spae domain of the VHM pro-
ess. It is remarkable that the VHM domain oupies both regions, the "low-p‖" and the
"low-p⊥" ones. Therefore, despite the fat that the VHM proess is hard one an not use the
Leading Logarithm Approximation (LLA) [10℄ to desribe it [1℄. To stress is that, following
the LLA formalism, there are the only two domains, namely the Regge and Deep inelas-
ti Sattering (DIS) domains, as shown in Fig.2. The orresponding ross setions may be
suffiiently large and the LLA is appliable.
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Figure 2: The longitudinal-transverse momentum phase spae of inelasti hadron proesses, see text.
The "low-p‖", or "low-x" [11℄ in DIS, also means that VHM partiles have low energies.
For that reason, the hadrons are mainly resulted from the "gluing" of oloured onstituents
reated in the hard proess. Therefore, the (soft) proess of oloured parton pair prodution
from the vauum is negligible in the VHM domain. This distinguishes VHM proesses from
other hard proesses (e.g., from hadron prodution in e+e−-annihilations, or DIS proesses).
The VHM dynamis is free of the non-perturbative bakground.
Se.2 argues the above onlusion, in Se.3 the main properties of VHM dynamis are
disussed and the onluding remarks are given in Se.4.
2. The dominane of "Regge" proesses stands for the "softness" of hadron dynamis
[12℄. This is based on the experimental observations: the mean transverse momentum of
seondary partiles, being energy and multipliity independent, has a limited value, and
the diffration radius of hadron elasti sattering inreases with inreasing energy. Suh
"multiperipheral" kinematis is desribed by the Regge model with the soft Pomeron ansatz.
From the "mirosopial" point of view, it means that the soft proess an be roughly
desribed by the very spatial lass of the Feynman "ladder" diagrams of perturbative QCD
(pQCD). This is the so-alled "BFKL Pomeron" solution [13℄. It is based on the LLA
2
approah and assumes that the proess desribed is suffiiently hard
3
.
The both models are based on the assumption that the mean transverse momentum of
produed hadrons is small. In the frame of the soft Pomeron approah, this onstrain is
hidden in the onservation laws, whih are the onsequene of the underlying non-Abelian
gauge symmetry. In the BFKL Pomeron ase, the LLA plae a role of the onstrain.
It is worse to note that the onstrain restrits the prodution dynamis and, therefore,
the produed states an not entirely over the phase spae with the same density, Fig.2.
This requires the onstrain to be suppressed in order to lead to the VHM final states.
Remembering that the onstrains are the onsequene of the long-range onnetions among
interating degrees of freedom, this also points out that the VHM proess must be the hard
proess.
The VHM senario disussed realizes if (i) the hard proesses has plae in the VHM
region and if (ii) the hard proess ensures the "fast" hadron prodution.
The formal proof of the item (i) ontains the following steps [1, 14℄. First, it an be
shown that if the final-state interations are exluded, then the soft proess only satisfies
the following asymptotis:
σsn < O(e
−n),
i.e. the "soft" topologial ross setion σsn falls down faster than any power of exp{−n}.
The reason is just the softness of the proess. On the other hand, the hard proess leads to
the following asymptoti estimate:
σhn = O(e
−n).
Consequently, one always finds suh energy
√
s and multipliity n that
σhn ≫ σsn for n≪
√
s/mpi.
This proves the item (i).
The qualitative argument for the statement (ii) follows from the Ehrenfest-Ka model
[15℄ of the irreversibility phenomenon
4
. It shows that if the initial state is far from the
final one, then the system undergoes to equilibrium in the fastest way
5
. The result of the
omputer modelling of "partile prodution" within disussed model, Fig.3, onfirms this.
Indeed, as it is seen there are no flutuations at early stage of the proess: number of the
"produed partiles" is proportional to t, up to t ≃ 1000.
The formal proof of the statement (ii) an be obtained from the KNO-saling of the
multipliity distribution in pQCD jets [1℄. Introduing the quantity
µ(n, s) = −1
n
ln
{
σn(s)
σtot(s)
,
}
(1)
one finds at the mass M of a jet,
µ1(n,M) =
a
n¯j(M2)
+O(1/n).
3
The point is that this Regge-like theory depends on the phenomenologial energy sale parameter s0
and, therefore, its range of appliation may be hosen arbitrary.
4
The Ehrenfest-Ka model onsiders two box a and b and 2N numbered balls. One may assume that the
"far from the equilibrium" initial state presents the situation when all 2N balls are e.g., in the box a and in
the equilibrium eah box ontains N balls. Then, hoosing randomly the number of balls, one should take
the orresponding ball from the box and put it into the other one. At the following step, the number of
a ball will be again randomly hosen, and the orresponding ball should be put into the other box, and so
on. One may measure the time t in the units of the ball shifting time. Then, the number of the "produed
partiles" in the box b measures the trend to equilibrium. In this equilibrium state, Na = Nb (Fig3).
5
This phenomenon was not mentioned in the known publiations onerning the Ehrenfest-Ka model.
3
Figure 3: The Ehrenfest-Ka model simulation for random ball shifting from the a box to the b box.
Initially the number of balls is Na=2000 and Nb=0, while in the equilibrium, Na−Nb = 0. Four simulations
are displayed.
Here a > 0 and n¯j(M
2) is the mean hadron multipliity in a QCD jet, ln n¯j(M
2) ∼
{ln(M2/Λ2)}1/2. The two-jet ontribution at the same energy M reads as
µ2(n,M) =
a
n¯j(s/4)
+O(1/n) > µ1(n, s),
where the energy onservation law is taken into aount. Therefore, the asymptotis over n
is defined by the events with the lowest numbers of pQCD jets.
This onfirms the statement (ii) sine just the jet mehanism of partile prodution is
known to be the fastest one. Moreover, we onlude that the number of the jets dereases
with inreasing total multipliity n and, thus, the heavier jets are produed in the VHM
region. However, one has to note that this onlusion is based on the LLA and, therefore,
we onsider it just as a qualitative predition.
3. From the above, one onludes that the VHM proess is a hard proess. In this ase,
the proess of inident energy dissipation evolves freely, i.e. without the influene of the
"hidden onstrains". This is the important observation beause it allows to assume that in
suh onditions the of final state distribution trends to the "equilibrium".
Let us remind some statistial properties of the maximally onstrained systems, also
alled the "exatly integrable systems". It is known that if the system has 2N degrees of
freedom and holds N onstrains (first integrals in involution) then no thermalization ours
in suh a system. The first observation of this phenomenon belongs to Fermi, Pasta and
Ulam [1, 17℄. On the other hand, it is evident that the system without any onstrains should
drift to the equilibrium.
The hadron dynamis hides definite number of onstrains, whih is not enough to om-
pletely suppress partile prodution, i.e. the thermalization proess. This onlusion follows
from the existene of large multipliity flutuations, see Fig.1. Nevertheless, the onstrains
our and the mean multipliity is reasonably small n¯(s)≪ nmax.
To stress is that the term "equilibrium" is understood here as the absene of any maro-
sopi orrelations among the extensive parameters of a system. For example, the absene of
4
energy orrelations implies the thermal equilibrium. Then, one an obtain the experimental
ondition, whih reflets the "equilibrium phenomena" [1, 18℄. It has been shown that the
ondition
Rl(n, s) =
|Kl(n, s)|2/l
|K2(n, s)| < 1, l = 3, 4, ..., (2)
is the neessary and suffiient one to reah thermalization. Here Kl(n, s) are the l-point
energy orrelators in the n-partile system, l < n. To note is that (2) reminds the "orrelation
relaxation ondition" of Bogolyubov [19℄.
The tendeny of the system to reah the equilibrium is onsidered as the dynamial effet,
when the (symmetry) onstrains are swithed off, and for that reason the system may drift
to the equilibrium state.
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Figure 4: The ratio R3(n, s) = |K3|2/3 (n, s)/ |K2(n, s)| of the energy orrelators vs. multipliity. The
PYTHIA predition is given for the A domain (see Fig.1). Domain B orresponds to the "non-interating
gas" approximation.
Fig.4 shows the result of Monte Carlo PYTHIA event generator [21℄ simulation of the
ratio R(n, s) for the domainA in Fig.1. The absene of the thermalization proess is natural
if one notes that PYTHIA resembles the Regge model. At the same time, it an be shown
that in the region B the system without fail reahes the thermal equilibrium, R(n) ∼ 1/n
in that domain.
4. We an onlude that:
(i) the VHM proess allows us to investigate the hadron dynamis beyond the standard
multiperipheral kinematis;
(ii) it is the hard proess in sense that the influene of hidden onstrains, onneted with
the high symmetries and the nontrivial vauum of the Yang-Mills theory, is not important
in the partile prodution dynamis;
(iii) the VHM proess allows us to reah the thermal equilibrium, where the ordinary
thermodynamial methods an be used. (This extends experimental possibilities and, there-
fore, is extremely important. For example, the µ-quantity introdued in (1) is the "hemial
potential" if measured in the units of the mean energy of produed partiles [1℄);
(iv) the VHM domain seems to be one of the mostly interesting regions to investigate
the olletive phenomena, e.g. phase transitions. (To note is that the VHM final state is a
"old" one).
To note is that the prodution dynamis of VHM states might be well enough desribed
by pQCD, but the logarithmi auray seems to be not enough. This is a main theoretial
5
problem and to this end a more aurate perturbation theory, desribed in [20℄, has been
formulated.
At the end, let us add that, as it follows from the above onlusion, the VHM proess
leads to the dense, cold and equilibrium loally-oloured state, e.g. "old" plasma [22℄6.
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